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In recent years, multimedia learning, or learning from words and images, has
developed into a coherent discipline with a significant research base. The Cambridge
Handbook of Multimedia Learning is unique in offering a comprehensive, up-to-date
analysis of research and theory in the field, with a focus on computer-based learning.
Since the first edition appeared in 2005, it has shaped the field and become the primary
reference work for multimedia learning. Multimedia environments, including online
presentations, e-courses, interactive lessons, simulation games, slideshows, and even
textbooks, play a crucial role in education. This revised second edition incorporates the
latest developments in multimedia learning and contains new chapters on topics such
as drawing, video, feedback, working memory, learner control, and intelligent tutoring
systems. It examines research-based principles to determine the most effective
methods of multimedia instruction and considers research findings in the context of
cognitive theory to explain how these methods work.
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent
reviews of the latest products and services. Our expert industry analysis and practical
solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.
This IMA Volume in Mathematics and its Applications FRACTALS IN MULTIMEDIA is a
result of a very successful three-day minisymposium on the same title. The event was
an integral part of the IMA annual program on Mathemat ics in Multimedia, 2000-2001.
We would like to thank Michael F. Barnsley (Department of Mathematics and Statistics,
University of Melbourne), Di etmar Saupe (Institut fUr Informatik, UniversiUit Leipzig),
and Edward R. Vrscay (Department of Applied Mathematics, University of Waterloo) for
their excellent work as organizers of the meeting and for editing the proceedings. We
take this opportunity to thank the National Science Foundation for their support of the
IMA. Series Editors Douglas N. Arnold, Director of the IMA Fadil Santosa, Deputy
Director of the IMA v PREFACE This volume grew out of a meeting on Fractals in
Multimedia held at the IMA in January 2001. The meeting was an exciting and intense
one, focused on fractal image compression, analysis, and synthesis, iterated function
systems and fractals in education. The central concerns of the meeting were to
establish within these areas where we are now and to develop a vision for the future.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second International Congress
on Mathematical Software, ICMS 2006. The book presents 45 revised full papers,
carefully reviewed and selected for presentation. The papers are organized in topical
sections on new developments in computer algebra packages, interfacing computer
algebra in mathematical visualization, software for algebraic geometry and related
topics, number-theoretical software, methods in computational number theory, free
software for computer algebra, and general issues.
This superb explication of a complex subject presents the current state of the art of the
mathematical theory of symmetric functionals on random matrices. It emphasizes its
connection with the statistical non-parametric estimation theory. The book provides a
detailed description of the approach of symmetric function decompositions to the
asymptotic theory of symmetric functionals, including the classical theory of U-statistics.
It also presents applications of the theory.
Lists the most significant writings on computer games, including works that cover recent
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advances in gaming and the substantial academic research that goes into devising and
improving computer games.
This textbook presents the mathematics that is foundational to multimedia applications.
Featuring a rigorous survey of selected results from algebra and analysis, the work
examines tools used to create application software for multimedia signal processing
and communication. Replete with exercises, sample programs in Standard C, and
numerous illustrations, Mathematics for Multimedia is an ideal textbook for upper
undergraduate and beginning graduate students in computer science and mathematics
who seek an innovative approach to contemporary mathematics with practical
applications. The work may also serve as an invaluable reference for multimedia
applications developers and all those interested in the mathematics underlying
multimedia design and implementation.
This book is an introduction to the issues and practicalities of using multimedia in classrooms both primary and secondary, and across a range of subject areas. The book draws on material
from a range of case studies and focuses on areas of concern for teachers and researchers.
Using IT effectively continues to be a problem for many teachers, and there is still a long way
to go toward organising this properly. The book takes a thorough look at IT in the school,
discussing and examining issues such as: * IT and the National Curriculum * foreign language
teaching * differing curricular needs * opportunities and constraints of groupwork * talking
books and primary reading * ways in which multimedia supports readers. The book also looks
at some of the more philosophical issues such as the implications of home-computers and the
limits of independent learning, and the notion of "edutainment" - the relationship of motivation
and enjoyment to learning. Finally, the book makes comparisons across the curriculum and
between primary and secondary sectors and raises questions about the future of IT in schools,
arguing that teachers should make a significant contribution to decisions about future
development.
SMIL 2.0 - Interactive multimedia for Web and Mobile Devices gently introduces you to the
Web multimedia standard SMIL 2.0. Written by world-renowned SMIL experts who helped to
develop the language and software for it, this book covers all aspects of the standard in a
knowledgeable yet accessible manner: the overall concepts, the technical details and the many
facets of SMIL's current and expected use. It is written to serve as an introduction, a full
manual and a detailed technical reference.
New technology is being used more and more in education and providers have to be aware of
what is on offer and how it can be used. This practical handbook demonstrates how interactive
multimedia can be developed for educational application.
The Multimedia Handbook provides a comprehensive guide to the wide range of uses of
multimedia. The first part of the book introduces the technology for the non-specialist. Part Two
covers multimedia applications and markets. Tony Cawkell details the huge array of authoring
software which is now available, as well as the distribution of multimedia data by telephone,
cable, satellite or radio communications. There is an extensive bibliography, a glossary of
technical terms and acronyms and a full index.
This four volume set provides the complete proceedings of the 10th International Conference
on Human-Computer Interaction held June, 2003 in Crete, Greece. A total of 2,986 individuals
from industry, academia, research institutes, and governmental agencies from 59 countries
submitted their work for presentation at the conference. The papers address the latest
research and development efforts, as well as highlight the human aspects of design and use of
computing systems. Those accepted for presentation thoroughly cover the entire field of
human-computer interaction, including the cognitive, social, ergonomic, and health aspects of
work with computers. The papers also address major advances in knowledge and effective use
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of computers in a variety of diversified application areas, including offices, financial institutions,
manufacturing, electronic publishing, construction, health care, and disabled and elderly
people.
An uncoded multimedia transmission (UMT) system is one that skips quantization and entropy
coding in compression and all subsequent binary operations, including channel coding and bitto-symbol mapping of modulation. By directly transmitting non-binary symbols with amplitude
modulation, the uncoded system avoids the annoying cliff effect observed in the coded
transmission system. This advantage makes uncoded transmission more suited to both unicast
in varying channel conditions and multicast to heterogeneous users. In Part I of this book we
consider how to improve the efficiency of uncoded transmission and make it on par with the
coded transmission. In Part II, we discuss three technologies for multimedia correlation
processing in uncoded transmission - Cactus, DCast and LineCast. All the three pieces of work
demonstrate the possibility to build a more robust and efficient wireless multimedia
communication system than existing digital ones. In fact, the efficiency of a transmission
system is decided by how the resources, including bandwidth, power, and subchannel, are
allocated. In Part III, we address the resource allocation problem for UVT in a Rayleigh fading
channel, where only statistical channel state information (CSI) is available to the sender.
Based on the observation that discarding low-priority (LP) data and saving the channel uses for
high-priority (HP) data can significantly improve the quality of the received video, we formulate
an optimization problem that aims to minimize the total squared error of a multi-variant
Gaussian random vector and find a near optimal solution. Furthermore, the resource allocation
problem for UVT is also studied in Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA) systems. In Part
IV, we propose ParCast+ which first separates the source and the channel into independent
components, matches the more important source components with higher-gain channel
components, and uses amplitude modulation for transmission. In this part of the book, we also
consider image and video delivery in MIMO broadcasting networks with diverse channel quality
and varying numbers of antennas across receivers In the last part of this book, we investigate
the cases where analog transmission can be used in conjunction with digital transmission for a
balanced efficiency and adaptation capability. In such a hybrid digital-analog (HDA) system,
the two key questions we shall answer are how to separate the video signal into digital and
analog parts and how to allocate limited resources between and within digital and analog
transmissions. This book may be used as a collection of research notes for researchers in this
field, a reference book for practitioners or engineers, as well as a textbook for a graduate
advanced seminar in this fieldor any related fields. The references collected in this book may
be used as further reading lists or references for the readers.
Designed to cater fo a wide range of learning styles and abilities, this student-friendly text
prepares every student for their HSC exams and reinforces the skills you need to manage your
personal fianances and to effectively participate in an increasingly complex society.

Today, multimedia applications on the Internet are still in their infancy. They
include personalized communications, such as Internet telephone and
videophone, and interactive applications, such as video-on-demand,
videoconferencing, distance learning, collaborative work, digital libraries, radio
and television broadcasting, and others. Handbook of Internet and Multimedia
Systems and Applications, a companion to the author's Handbook of Multimedia
Computing probes the development of systems supporting Internet and
multimedia applications. Part one introduces basic multimedia and Internet
concepts, user interfaces, standards, authoring techniques and tools, and video
browsing and retrieval techniques. Part two covers multimedia and
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communications systems, including distributed multimedia systems, visual
information systems, multimedia messaging and news systems, conference
systems, and many others. Part three presents contemporary Internet and
multimedia applications including multimedia education, interactive movies,
multimedia document systems, multimedia broadcasting over the Internet, and
mobile multimedia.
Research-based strategies to reach English learners – now aligned with the
Common Core! Enable your English learners to build higher-level math skills and
gain greater fluency in their new language—all while achieving the goals of the
Common Core. Now in its second edition, this trusted resource includes:
Mathematics lesson scenarios in every chapter, directly connected to Common
Core Standards and the Standards for Mathematical Practice Instructional
approaches that promote participation, hands-on learning, and true
comprehension of mathematics concepts that benefit ALL students Sample
lessons, visuals, and essential vocabulary that connect mathematical concepts
with language development
Multimedia environments suggest to us a new perception of the state of changes
in and the integration of new technologies that can increase our ability to process
information. Moreover, they are obliging us to change our idea of knowledge.
These changes are reflected in the obvious synergetic convergence of different
types of access, communication and information exchange. The multimedia
learning environment should not represent a passive object that only contains or
assembles information but should become, on one side, the communication
medium of the pedagogical intentions of the professor/designer and, on the other
side, the place where the learner reflects and where he or she can play with, test
and access information and try to interpret it, manipulate it and build new
knowledge. The situation created by such a new learning environments that give
new powers to individuals, particularly with regard to accessing and handling
diversified dimensions of information, is becoming increasingly prevalent in the
field of education. The old static equilibrium, in which fixed roles are played by
the teacher (including the teaching environment) and the learner, is shifting to
dynamic eqUilibrium where the nature of information and its processing change,
depending on the situation, the learning context and the individual's needs.
Multimedia Maths achieves the perfect balance between deductive mathematics
and broad accessibility The book has a companion site,
www.multimediamaths.be, which sheds more light on the complex material
therein "In this revised edition of Multimedia Maths, Ivo De Pauw and Bieke
Masselis cover screen related mathematical ideas, ranging from trigonometry to
transformations and reveal beziers in an understandable fashion. It is a must
have for every multimedia professional." Fries Carton - Guerrilla Games,
Amsterdam This basic maths textbook will guide the reader through several
standard topics, such as vectors and parameters. In addition to exploring the
golden section, Multimedia Maths offers surprising and reality-based insights into
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Bezier curves and B-splines. Screen effects and image handling are taken to a
higher level via a detailed outline of all the basic transformations. The book is
accompanied by a companion website. Visit www.multimediamaths.be for online
support and useful downloads."
Multimedia Signal Processing is a comprehensive and accessible text to the
theory and applications of digital signal processing (DSP). The applications of
DSP are pervasive and include multimedia systems, cellular communication,
adaptive network management, radar, pattern recognition, medical signal
processing, financial data forecasting, artificial intelligence, decision making,
control systems and search engines. This book is organised in to three major
parts making it a coherent and structured presentation of the theory and
applications of digital signal processing. A range of important topics are covered
in basic signal processing, model-based statistical signal processing and their
applications. Part 1: Basic Digital Signal Processing gives an introduction to the
topic, discussing sampling and quantization, Fourier analysis and synthesis, Ztransform, and digital filters. Part 2: Model-based Signal Processing covers
probability and information models, Bayesian inference, Wiener filter, adaptive
filters, linear prediction hidden Markov models and independent component
analysis. Part 3: Applications of Signal Processing in Speech, Music and
Telecommunications explains the topics of speech and music processing, echo
cancellation, deconvolution and channel equalization, and mobile communication
signal processing. Covers music signal processing, explains the anatomy and
psychoacoustics of hearing and the design of MP3 music coder Examines
speech processing technology including speech models, speech coding for
mobile phones and speech recognition Covers single-input and multiple-inputs
denoising methods, bandwidth extension and the recovery of lost speech packets
in applications such as voice over IP (VoIP) Illustrated throughout, including
numerous solved problems, Matlab experiments and demonstrations Companion
website features Matlab and C++ programs with electronic copies of all figures.
This book is ideal for researchers, postgraduates and senior undergraduates in
the fields of digital signal processing, telecommunications and statistical data
analysis. It will also be a valuable text to professional engineers in
telecommunications and audio and signal processing industries.
This volume seeks to investigate how humour translation has developed since
the beginning of the 21st century, focusing in particular on new ways of
communication. The authors, drawn from a range of countries, cultures and
academic traditions, address and debate how today’s globalised communication,
media and new technologies are influencing and shaping the translation of
humour. Examining both how humour translation exploits new means of
communication and how the processes of humour translation may be challenged
and enhanced by technologies, the chapters cover theoretical foundations and
implications, and methodological practices and challenges. They include a
description of current research or practice, and comments on possible future
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developments. The contributions interconnect around the issue of humour
creation and translation in the 21st century, which can truly be labelled as the
age of multimedia. Accessible and engaging, this is essential reading for
advanced students and researchers in Translation Studies and Humour Studies.
This open access book presents a structural model and an associated test
instrument designed to provide a detailed analysis of professional competences
for teaching mathematical modelling. The conceptualisation is based on the
COACTIV model, which describes aspects, areas and facets of professional
competences of teachers. The manual provides an overview of the essential
teaching skills in application-related contexts and offers the tools needed to
capture these aspects. It discusses the objectives and application areas of the
instrument, as well as the development of the test. In addition, it describes the
implementation and evaluates the quality and results of the structural equation
analysis of the model. Teaching mathematical modelling is a cognitively
challenging activity for (prospective) teachers. Thus, teacher education requires a
detailed analysis of professional competence for teaching mathematical
modelling. Measuring this competence requires theoretical models that
accurately describe requirements placed upon teachers, as well as appropriate
evaluation tools that adequately capture skills and abilities in this field. This book
presents an instrument that measures the professional competences in a sample
of 349 prospective teachers.-Multimedia authoring offers a motivating and imaginative approach to subject matter where
students can develop skills in group work and problem solving. This teachers guide explores
the process of students authoring multimedia presentations on computer using images, text,
sound, animation and video, as an integrated part of their curriculum work. It offers a
theoretical basis, detailed practical advice and many classroom examples. Each chapter
covers a different aspect of multimedia authoring including: * planning multimedia into the
curriculum * case studies and examples of student multimedia presentations * classroom
management of the project * assessment and evaluation * choosing software and resources.
This book encourages teachers to be imaginative about their subject and gives an important
strategy for student motivation. It comes with a CD-ROM which can be used in the classroom
as an introduction to multimedia work. Essential reading for all primary and secondary
teachers.
The Beauty of Mathematics in Computer Science explains the mathematical fundamentals of
information technology products and services we use every day, from Google Web Search to
GPS Navigation, and from speech recognition to CDMA mobile services. The book was
published in Chinese in 2011 and has sold more than 600,000 copies. Readers were surprised
to find that many daily-used IT technologies were so tightly tied to mathematical principles. For
example, the automatic classification of news articles uses the cosine law taught in high
school. The book covers many topics related to computer applications and applied
mathematics including: Natural language processing Speech recognition and machine
translation Statistical language modeling Quantitive measurement of information Graph theory
and web crawler Pagerank for web search Matrix operation and document classification
Mathematical background of big data Neural networks and Google’s deep learning Jun Wu
was a staff research scientist in Google who invented Google’s Chinese, Japanese, and
Korean Web Search Algorithms and was responsible for many Google machine learning
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projects. He wrote official blogs introducing Google technologies behind its products in very
simple languages for Chinese Internet users from 2006-2010. The blogs had more than 2
million followers. Wu received PhD in computer science from Johns Hopkins University and
has been working on speech recognition and natural language processing for more than 20
years. He was one of the earliest engineers of Google, managed many products of the
company, and was awarded 19 US patents during his 10-year tenure there. Wu became a fulltime VC investor and co-founded Amino Capital in Palo Alto in 2014 and is the author of eight
books.
"This book presents international authors, who are teacher educators, and their best practices
in their environments, discussing topics such as the online learning environment, multimedia
learning tools, inter-institutional collaboration, assessment and accreditation, and the effective
use of Web 2.0 in classrooms"--Provided by publisher.
The intersection of two disciplines and technologies which have become mature academic
research topics in the 1990s was destined to be a dynamic area for collaboration and
publication. However, until now no significant book-length treatment of the meeting of GIS and
Virtual Reality has been available. This volume puts that situation to rights by bringing these
together to cement some common understanding and principles in a potentially highly
promising area for technological collaboration and cross-fertilisation. The result is a volume
which ranges in subject matter from studies of a Virtual GIS Room to Spatial Agents, and from
an Environmental Multimedia System to Computer-Assisted 3D Geographic Education. All the
contributors are well-known international scientists, principally from the computational side of
GIS. It will be a valuable resource for any GIS researcher or professional looking to understand
the leading edge of this fertile field.
The information age has led to an explosion in the amount of information available to the
individual and the means by which it is accessed, stored, viewed, and transferred. In particular,
the growth of the internet has led to the creation of huge repositories of multimedia documents
in a diverse range of scientific and professional fields, as well as the tools to extract useful
knowledge from them. Mining Multimedia Documents is a must-read for researchers,
practitioners, and students working at the intersection of data mining and multimedia
applications. It investigates various techniques related to mining multimedia documents based
on text, image, and video features. It provides an insight into the open research problems
benefitting advanced undergraduates, graduate students, researchers, scientists and
practitioners in the fields of medicine, biology, production, education, government, national
security and economics.
"This book is the Bible for anyone who needs to manage large data collections. It's required
reading for our search gurus at Infoseek. The authors have done an outstanding job of
incorporating and describing the most significant new research in information retrieval over the
past five years into this second edition." Steve Kirsch, Cofounder, Infoseek Corporation "The
new edition of Witten, Moffat, and Bell not only has newer and better text search algorithms but
much material on image analysis and joint image/text processing. If you care about search
engines, you need this book: it is the only one with full details of how they work. The book is
both detailed and enjoyable; the authors have combined elegant writing with top-grade
programming." Michael Lesk, National Science Foundation "The coverage of compression, file
organizations, and indexing techniques for full text and document management systems is
unsurpassed. Students, researchers, and practitioners will all benefit from reading this book."
Bruce Croft, Director, Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval at the University of
Massachusetts In this fully updated second edition of the highly acclaimed Managing
Gigabytes, authors Witten, Moffat, and Bell continue to provide unparalleled coverage of stateof-the-art techniques for compressing and indexing data. Whatever your field, if you work with
large quantities of information, this book is essential reading--an authoritative theoretical
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resource and a practical guide to meeting the toughest storage and access challenges. It
covers the latest developments in compression and indexing and their application on the Web
and in digital libraries. It also details dozens of powerful techniques supported by mg, the
authors' own system for compressing, storing, and retrieving text, images, and textual images.
mg's source code is freely available on the Web.
Realizing the need of interaction between universities and research groups in industry, the
European Consortium for Mathematics in Industry (ECMI) was founded in 1986 by
mathematicians from ten European universities. Since then it has been continuously extending
and now it involves about all Euro pean countries. The aims of ECMI are • To promote the use
of mathematical models in industry. • To educate industrial mathematicians to meet the
growing demand for such experts. • To operate on a European Scale. Mathematics, as the
language of the sciences, has always played an im portant role in technology, and now is
applied also to a variety of problems in commerce and the environment. European industry is
increasingly becoming dependent on high technology and the need for mathematical expertise
in both research and development can only grow. These new demands on mathematics have
stimulated academic interest in Industrial Mathematics and many mathematical groups worldwide are committed to interaction with industry as part of their research activities. ECMI was
founded with the intention of offering its collective knowledge and expertise to European
Industry. The experience of ECMI members is that similar technical problems are encountered
by different companies in different countries. It is also true that the same mathematical
expertise may often be used in differing industrial applications.
Computer Graphics - First Mathematical Steps will help students to master basic Computer
Graphics and the mathematical concepts which underlie this subject. They will be led to
develop their own skills, and appreciate Computer Graphics techniques in both two and three
dimensions. The presentation of the text is methodical, systematic and gently paced everything translates into numbers and simple ideas. Sometimes students experience difficulty
in understanding some of the mathematics in standard Computer Graphics books; this book
can serve as a good introduction to more advanced texts. It starts from first principles and is
sympathetically written for those with a limited mathematical background. Computer Graphics First Mathematical Steps is suitable for supporting undergraduate programmes in Computers
and also the newer areas of Computer Graphics and Visualization. It is appropriate for postgraduate conversion courses which develop expertise in Computer Graphics and CAD. It can
also be used for enrichment topics for high-flying pre-college students, and for
refresher/enhancement courses for computer graphics technicians.
"Mobile Multimedia in Action" displays a revealing picture of how people communicate using
camera phones and other mobile multimedia devices. With such devices spreading faster than
practically any other new technology, questions about how these devices are being used (and
abused) to capture and distribute embarrassing or raunchy images and content, and what
should be done about it, are surfacing. This volume presents the first detailed study of the use
of these devices. Using a variant of social science research known as ethnomethodology,
Koskinen explores the kinds of images people take with camera phones and how they use
sound to enhance these images. The book asks two main questions. First, what kinds of
methods of expression, such as visuals or sound, do people use when they design multimedia
messages? Second, how do people interact with and respond to each other through mobile
multimedia devices? Koskinen has a broader objective centering on the impact of these
devices on human relationships and society at large. He asks, What do people do with these
devices? Is mobile telephony moving toward a more practical direction, or will it simply become
a visual chatty channel fit for gossip but not for real news or other practical purposes? What
kind of social activities and organizations does it best serve - peer-to-peer networks or
institutional ones? Koskinen examines these questions from three unique perspectives: the
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design elements of mobile multimedia, which considers methods of expression people use in
designing multimedia messages; mobile multimedia as interaction, which looks into how
people interact with each other using this technology and makes a case for studying
multimedia as a naturally occurring activity; and mobile multimedia in society, which searches
for answers as to the societal consequences of mobile multimedia usage. A groundbreaking
work, "Mobile Multimedia in Action" will be a fascinating read for both multimedia device
professionals and everyday users alike. Providing a glimpse into the future, Koskinen asks
where mobile multimedia technology is taking mankind and society.
There is now so much data on the Web that managing it with conventional tools is becoming
almost impossible. To manage this data, provide interoperability and warehousing between
multiple data sources and systems, and extract information from the databases and
warehouses, various tools are being developed. In fact, developments in multimedia database
management have exploded during the past decade. To date, however, there has been little
information available on providing a complete set of services for multimedia databases,
including their management, mining, and integration on the Web for electronic enterprises.
Managing and Mining Multimedia Databases fills that gap. Focusing on managing and mining
multimedia databases for electronic commerce and business, it explores database
management system techniques for text, image, audio, and video databases. It addresses the
issues and challenges of mining multimedia databases to extract information, and discusses
the directions and challenges related to integrating multimedia databases for the Web,
particularly for e-business. This book provides a comprehensive overview of multimedia data
management and mining technologies, from the underlying concepts, architectures, and data
models for multimedia database systems to the technologies that support multimedia data
management on the Web, privacy issues, and emerging standards, prototypes, and products.
Designed for technical managers, executives, and technologists, it offers your only opportunity
to learn about both multimedia data management and multimedia data mining within a single
book.
Intellectual property owners who exploit new ways of reproducing, distributing, and marketing
their creations digitally must also protect them from piracy. Multimedia Security Handbook
addresses multiple issues related to the protection of digital media, including audio, image, and
video content. This volume examines leading-edge multimedia securit
How to Build a Digital Library reviews knowledge and tools to construct and maintain a digital
library, regardless of the size or purpose. A resource for individuals, agencies, and institutions
wishing to put this powerful tool to work in their burgeoning information treasuries. The Second
Edition reflects developments in the field as well as in the Greenstone Digital Library open
source software. In Part I, the authors have added an entire new chapter on user groups, user
support, collaborative browsing, user contributions, and so on. There is also new material on
content-based queries, map-based queries, cross-media queries. There is an increased
emphasis placed on multimedia by adding a "digitizing" section to each major media type. A
new chapter has also been added on "internationalization," which will address Unicode
standards, multi-language interfaces and collections, and issues with non-European languages
(Chinese, Hindi, etc.). Part II, the software tools section, has been completely rewritten to
reflect the new developments in Greenstone Digital Library Software, an internationally popular
open source software tool with a comprehensive graphical facility for creating and maintaining
digital libraries. Outlines the history of libraries on both traditional and digital Written for both
technical and non-technical audiences and covers the entire spectrum of media, including text,
images, audio, video, and related XML standards Web-enhanced with software documentation,
color illustrations, full-text index, source code, and more
In this book, the authors present the latest research results in the multimedia and semantic
web communities, bridging the "Semantic Gap" This book explains, collects and reports on the
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latest research results that aim at narrowing the so-called multimedia "Semantic Gap": the
large disparity between descriptions of multimedia content that can be computed automatically,
and the richness and subjectivity of semantics in user queries and human interpretations of
audiovisual media. Addressing the grand challenge posed by the "Semantic Gap" requires a
multi-disciplinary approach (computer science, computer vision and signal processing,
cognitive science, web science, etc.) and this is reflected in recent research in this area. In
addition, the book targets an interdisciplinary community, and in particular the Multimedia and
the Semantic Web communities. Finally, the authors provide both the fundamental knowledge
and the latest state-of-the-art results from both communities with the goal of making the
knowledge of one community available to the other. Key Features: Presents state-of-the art
research results in multimedia semantics: multimedia analysis, metadata standards and
multimedia knowledge representation, semantic interaction with multimedia Contains real
industrial problems exemplified by user case scenarios Offers an insight into various
standardisation bodies including W3C, IPTC and ISO MPEG Contains contributions from
academic and industrial communities from Europe, USA and Asia Includes an accompanying
website containing user cases, datasets, and software mentioned in the book, as well as links
to the K-Space NoE and the SMaRT society web sites (http://www.multimediasemantics.com/)
This book will be a valuable reference for academic and industry researchers /practitioners in
multimedia, computational intelligence and computer science fields. Graduate students, project
leaders, and consultants will also find this book of interest.
Multimedia: A Critical Introduction is a comprehensive guide to the new media form which has
resulted from the application of computer technology to existing techniques of broadcasting
and telecommunications transmission. The rapid growth of multimedia technologies such as
the internet, e-mail and digital television holds the promise of a new 'information age' in which
individual tastes are catered for, citizens become better informed, and new wealth is created.
But are new media technologies really designed to achieve these utopian aims? Multimedia: a
critical introduction provides a historical, cultural and political context to the development of
multimedia, as both a technology and a concept. Individual chapters address: * the origins of
multimedia in the unlikely interaction between the military and 1960s counter-culture: how the
phenomenal US budgets allocated to US military research resulted in the microchip, and why
the efforts of counter-culture computer hobbyists evolved into a multi-billion dollar industry. *the
wider democratic and cultural implications of multimedia in the wake of the deregulation of the
media industries by 'new right' governments in the 1980s, which has led to the domination of
the media by transnational conglomerates. * issues of privacy and censorship in relation to
new media, including discussion of cryptography, electronic surveillance, and attempts to
regulate material such as pornography on the internet. * the use of digital technology to create
special effects in feature films.
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